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The 2018 ePayPolicy InsurTech Award aims to 
recognize the insurance agency that has best 
adapted and leveraged tech to grow and 
improve their sales, marketing, and customer 
service in 2018. Thank you for participating!

InsurTech
[in-shoo r-tek]
noun

1.  the use of technological innovations with the goal of squeezing out 
savings and efficiency from the current insurance industry model

2. one who utilizes technology to innovate, disrupt, and modernize the 
current insurance industry model; an innovator 

ePayPolicy InsurTech Award 
ITA Score Report



ITA Score Methodology

“ITA” stands for “Insurance Technology Adoption” and simply refers to a rating 
of how well your agency has adopted tech into its business model. 

We examined each question on the ePayPolicy InsurTech Award application 
and aggregated the data from all of your answers. Each question was 
assigned a different weight, and the end result was a simple ITA rating scale 
from 1-10.

 
Your Insurance Technology Adoption Score is:

Customer & Prospect Engagement

Acme Agency

6
Your agency has adopted a great deal of
technology in its business model, and you use
more digital practices than traditional ones to
reach business goals. We’ve grouped the
questions on the applications into four categories
to give you a better understanding of your score.

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT

Your agency prefers more traditional methods
when it comes to customer prospecting and
outreach. Just remember: Technology is a good
thing! It enables us to lead our teams better and
run more efficient organizations. There are
numerous tools that can help keep you
organized, so don’t be afraid to step out of your
comfort zone!



Operations 

Technology Vision 

Technology Investment 

EXCELLENT

This is an area where your agency really shines.
You understand the importance of tech when it
comes to your customers as well as your team,
and have adopted a variety of software to
optimize internal communication and
productivity. Keep running a tight ship with your
organization -- you’re ahead of the curve!

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT

You have a solid vision of what you want to
accomplish by using tech and have begun
taking steps toward that vision. Now it’s time to
take it to the next level! Ask yourself what
problems technology could solve. And ask your
teammates and customers, too. You’re on your
way to greatness, just dig a little deeper to really
let your agency soar to new heights.

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT

Technology isn’t always cheap, but sometimes
you have to spend money to make money.
Consider testing the waters by investing a few
dollars in an updated accounting software or
CRM. There are some truly fantastic tools out
there to specifically help insurance agencies. It
would be a shame to lose out on business just
because the technology frontier wasn’t
explored. So keep exploring!



Agency Game Changers
Whether you’re a seasoned vet or more of a novice insurance 
professional, there’s no denying that there is always room for 
improvement. We put together a list of “game changing” products 
that can help you stand out from competitors and really take your 
agency to the next level!

Product: HubSpot
Category: Inbound Marketing & Sales Platform
Why it’s Great: Five different pricing tiers; lead analytics 
dashboard, SEO & content strategy; blog & content 
creation tools.

Product: Salesforce
Category: Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Why it’s Great: Keeps customer information and 
communication in one location; helps to automate 
everyday tasks; provides real-time data of conversion and 
other sales-related metrics.

Product: Sprout Social
Category: Social Media Management
Why it’s Great: Draft, schedule, queue, and publish 
messages to your social media channels (supports 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, & Google+). Export reports and 
analytics seamlessly to either a CSV or PDF file.

Product: Slack
Category: Internal Chat Application
Why it’s Great: Organized conversations; reduces emails; 
searchable history; integrated with over 1,500 apps, 
including Google Drive, Salesforce, Dropbox, and more.



of applicants utilize a Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) tool 
apart from its management system63%

8%
8%

11%

14% 20%

26%

Top 6 management systems of applicants

• AMS360
• Custom/Internal
• EZLynx
• TAM
• EPIC
• NowCerts

of applicants 
utilize a workplace chat application51%

• Other
• Slack
• Google Apps
• Facebook at Work
• Yammer

Top 5 workplace chat apps of applicants
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Key Findings from All Applications



Letter from the Co-founders
First and foremost -- 

We want to express our gratitude to you for participating in the inaugural year of the 
ePayPolicy InsurTech Award. From our team to yours, we thank you.

This award was a passion project for us. We wanted to create something unique that 
would recognize the many agencies that are going above and beyond to incorporate 
technology into business. Agencies that are adapting to the future, taking risks, and 
thinking creatively.

Agencies like yours.

Insurance is a very old business, and sometimes adapting new processes can be a 
daunting, unknown territory that not everyone is brave enough to explore.

Of course, we don’t need to tell you this. Because your organization is one of these brave 
souls testing the technological waters. You’ve peeked under your agency’s hood and 
taken steps towards improving the engine that keeps it running. That in and of itself can 
put you miles ahead of competitors.

At the end of the day, it’s important to ask yourself, “What is my ideal business model?” 
And whatever your answer is, work towards it. And we’ll help. 

ePayPolicy is passionate about helping our peers achieve their goals. We want to lead by 
example and show our fellow insurance men and women that through tech, great things 
are in your organization’s future. You just have to get started.

From all of us at ePayPolicy, thank you for applying for this award. We are forever grateful.

Sincerely,

Todd Sorrel
Co-founder

Milan Malkani
Co-founder



About ePayPolicy

ePayPolicy is an electronic payment solution that enables insurance agents and brokers to accept credit 
card and ACH/eCheck payments online. 

Founded in 2014 by Todd Sorrel and Milan Malkani, ePayPolicy continues to modernize the insurance industry 
through strategic use of technology while educating peers on how to do the same. 

Today, the payment processor serves more than 1,000 national clients each day and has over 15 state 
endorsements. With a growing list of customers, partnerships, and management system integrations, 
ePayPolicy is single-handedly driving the innovation charge in the insurance space. 

ePayPolicy is headquartered in Austin, Texas.

www.epaypolicy.com


